
CASE STUDY: FIRE ENGINEERING & RISK MANAGEMENT
ONE HYDE PARK, LONDON

OVERVIEW
One Hyde Park is known as the most desirable residence in 
London and was built around the concept of “Experience the 
Exceptional”. It houses some of the most expensive flats in the 
world. The project consisted of four towers of residential and 
retail accommodation with basement facilities for the adjacent 
Mandarin Oriental Hotel who also serviced the apartments.

CHALLENGES
At a project value of £500m this was a very ambitious high end 
project. In order to achieve the desired aims of the developer 
Trenton Fire had to provide an attention to detail that was 
virtually unheard of and many unique solutions to ensure fire 
safety provisions had minimal impact on the aesthetics and 
experiences of occupants.

SOLUTION
By running a project tracker unique to the UK market, Trenton 
Fire also ensured that every condition raised by the approving 
authority and regulator were noted, tracked and addressed. 
This ensured that handover was achieved on time and with only 
minor issues from a very attentive Building Control body.  

The project was very challenging and required strong leadership 
from the fire safety consultant, robust and inventive solutions 
to fire safety issues and excellent communication between all 
parties. High end fire engineering including cutting edge CFD 
modelling and structural fire engineering were coupled with 
a co-ordinated and pragmatic approach to ensure successful 
delivery.  

We were highly praised throughout the design team and 
the approvers for our work on this project. The contractor 
was sufficiently pleased with the work completed that they 
employed us directly to provide the Masterplan Fire Strategy for 
the 2012 London Olympic Park. Interior of the One Hype Park apartments

APPOINTMENT:  
Fire Engineering, Structural Fire 
Engineering, Fire Management Plan

CLIENT:  
Laing O’Rourke (contractor) and 
Mandarin Oriental Hotel (developer)

DESIGN TEAM MEMBERS:  
Richard Rogers and Clifford,  
Tee & Gale

PROJECT VALUE:  
Approximately £500 million

Interior of One Hype Park


